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Do you remember who we were in 1935?

In 1935, Dr. Reinhold Hagen founded the galvanic shops and later on set up his business with

47 employees in only one location - in Bonn. Since then, Kautex developed blow-molding

machines and blow-molded hollow bodies before successfully moving into the automotive

industry - by constructing the first plastic fuel tank. Starting as a family business, Kautex began

to expand into international markets. In 1984 with a plant in Spain, then North America in

1986 and the first Asian plant in 1996.

Today, 82 years after Dr. Reinold Hagen set up the foundations for Kautex, we are one of the

100 largest automotive suppliers in the world, with more than 30 facilities in 14 countries. Only

on November 13th 2016, Kautex Wuhan (KWH) celebrated its first anniversary and held a

Grand Opening Ceremony of our newest facility in China. Kautex Wuhan is located in the

Wuhan Economic and Technological Development Zone (WEDZ) in China's Hubei Province

and was the first company that introduced the leading technology of flexible welders in Asia.

Jane Wang shares the development of the Wuhan facility – and the teamwork – that led to a

successful plant launch in March.
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Since its launch in November 2015, the face of Kautex Wuhan has undoubtedly changed.

From the very beginning in November last year, nothing was here. Kautex Wuhan made a start-

up out of nothing in the first year, all the employees enjoyed an exciting year seeing the building

rising from the ground up, welcoming around 20 employees into plant gradually, bringing

NGFS machines and welding machines in from abroad.

-Each of us has experienced the whole process from nothing to something, from nobody to a

team-

"We are proud of what we have accomplished since the groundbreaking. And
we believe with the strong leadership from management and endeavor from all
of us, we will have an even stronger future"
— David Shi, Director, Operations, Kautex Wuhan

The team of Kautex Wuhan is a vibrant team with members of different backgrounds and

working experiences. It´s employees who have been with the company over years and

transferred from other plant to KWH, who newly joined KWH with their specialist knowledge

and vast experience and also entry-level talents full of motivation and energy.
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Staring out as a small group of several members, KWH has turned into a community of more

than 20 employees. Together they have learned to work with cutting edge machines and

operating systems. With an unwavering dedication and the support from sister companies from

their China homeland to all across the globe, they set their feet at this milestone today.

Throughout the past year, all employees supported the program smoothly and did the best to

provide products with unique and demanding performance requirements to the customers.

For the coming years, it’s clear to see there are opportunities going alongside with

the challenges. The KWH team will be working closely with customers and vendors to identify

and develop high-quality products, assuring consistent quality and rigorous attention to

maintain high standards of performance, banding together to meet the challenges and always

looking for the opportunities to improve.

Let’s give Kautex Wuhan endless brand-new wishes!

"We also want to thank our fellow team members across Kautex for their hard
work and dedication – it was truly a global team effort that made this opening
day a success."
— Wayne Shen,President, Kautex Asia
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ABOUT KAUTEX

FROM MANY COMES ONE

Mission Vision 2025

With more than 30 facilities in 14 countries, we are one of the 100 largest automotive suppliers in the world in
terms of sales volume. Well-positioned as the partner of choice for our customers, we develop and produce
blow-molded fuel systems, selective catalytic reduction systems, clear vision systems, engine camshafts, and
plastic industrial packaging solutions.

From the first blow-mold machine in 1949 to our latest full plastic hybrid tank, we have maintained a “first to
market” trend with regards to our products and innovation.
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